
Why Michigan Essay (READING A STUDENT 
ESSAY THAT GOT IN!!) 
Today I am reading from a successful student Why Us essay, soon to be a graduate from the 

University of Michigan. Stick around, and thank you so much for joining me on my channel for the 

best, best college essay advice. Stick around, subscribe, and hit the bell. There are four key 

elements that you want to incorporate into your Why Michigan essay, and really, into all of your 

Why Us supplements despite which institution it's for. Stick around and I'm sharing all of those 

through a successful submitted sample. Hi, I'm Dr. Josie with Write Your Acceptance. I have 

worked with hundreds, and hundreds of students, a lot of them in their dream schools, 

Georgetown, NYU, Michigan, Bryn Mawr, and it goes on, and on. Now it's your turn, let me help 

you out. Step one, establish your big why. I'm going to share my screen so that you can see the 

student sample. Here it goes. "Studying Engineering at the University of Michigan will provide me 

access to cutting edge global training. Currently, I am drawn to the Aerospace and Mechanical 

Engineer Program; their commitment to training students "known for exceptional strength in 

technical fundamentals" while prioritizing service for our local and global communities sets 

Michigan apart." Step two, details supporting that college paper for sale why. I'll read those. "As 

a Wolverine, I would be able to pursue the Engineering Global Leadership opportunity... The EGL 

addresses a primary concern across the employment market where prepared and intelligent 

professionals are unable to communicate with and thus productively work alongside peers in other 

countries. This Honors Program initiative blends courses within Engineering and Ross School of 

Business to prepare global and culturally competent citizens." This is a very interesting way of 

saying that the student is interested in both engineering entrepreneurship, and business, global 

marketplaces, and that they have this diverse mindset... global mindset, and they're doing it 

through very specific Michigan initiative research institutes. Step three, bring in extracurriculars. 

Here I go. "I am particularly interested in SURE," S-U-R-E, "as the summer research internship 

that allows students to work with a faculty advisor in prominent industry facilities and eventually 

produce a YouTube video of their research project and/or experience... Further, it would be a 

privilege to learn from professors like Professor Alec Gallimore who is working on the Hall thruster 

to propel Mars travel, which just broke records for power and thrust." These are on the other side 

of the desk, or beyond the classroom type experiences that this student could access at the 

University of Michigan that are very specific to Michigan. We have a professor, we have a 

research project, an internship for the summer. Very, very specific, detailed, Michigan initiatives 

and opportunities. Are you stuck with your Why Michigan supplement? Or you have other Why 

Us supplements, but you don't really know where to go with it, comment below, I'd love to help. 

Step four, sprinkle in some Michigan flair. If you didn't see my NYU Why Us sample, I'm linking it 

above so you can see that. But I always, always, always ask students to end with some flair. Here 

we go. "Beyond the classroom, the Special Olympics of Michigan would allow me to continue my 

involvement with Special Olympics throughout college, and hopefully throughout my life. It would 

be a privilege to watch Special Olympics athletes play at the Big House. Ultimately, I believe that 

a life of service and intellectual curiosity is greatly encouraged if not expected as part of the 

Wolverine community, and it is thus why I believe I am a Victor in the making." We have the Big 

House, Wolverine, Victor, right? Victor in the making like Hail to the Victors. You have not only 

the Special Olympics of Michigan, very specific program that they would like to be a part of, you 

also have that kind of flair that is very unique to Michigan, and you want to add this no matter 

what school you are applying to, you are writing this Why Us essay for. Now that you know the 

steps you need in your Why Michigan essay, make sure you check out my incredible video on the 

review and research section of the website. I share exactly how you can find all of this info. I also 

have a free college essay guide to make sure that your main essay is as strong as it needs to be, 

so check that out in the description below. On offer I have a Why Us template with an academic 

word bank so you have this kind of structure, and you just plop in your information, and I give you 
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those fancy academic phrases that you can kind of really dress up your language, and be as 

impressive as possible. I have that, I'm also reviewing essays, any questions, any work that you're 

interested in, let me know. Give us a like if you found this helpful, please, and share with your 

college bound friends, I'd really appreciate it. 


